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1.1.ABSTRACT 

 

The world had witnessed a gruesome crime being perpetrated at the hands of a dictator 

reining in his authoritarian regime- The Nazi persecution of Jews in Germany and Hitler’s 

ideology of excluding them. What was thought to be the worst was just the beginning of 

several similar incidents to follow thereon. Any particular country integrates within its social 

fold – different communities, racial and other ethnic groups, all of which have their own 

shared culture and a common past. The coexistence of these groups together in varying 

proportions of population often gives rise to a majority-minority complex. Able and fair 

governance never takes a majoritarian turn and always keeps the social harmony intact. But if 

a policy of exclusion is followed, then unimaginable horrors are the consequence. 

 

1.2.NAZI IDEOLOGY- GERMANY BEFORE SECOND WORLD WAR. 

 

Adolf Hitler had gained political power in Germany and his dictatorial regime- Nazism aimed 

at regaining the lost glory of Germany. In the process, Hitler had developed a primary bias 

which evolved into prejudice and a stern discrimination of the Jews, whom he considered to 

be the cause of all troubles in Germany. This anti-Semitic propaganda had turned out to be 

horrifying when he not only excluded them, but planned on exterminating the entire race by 

way of persecuting them. 

 

Against the setting of insurgency and viciousness, Hitler's discrimination against Jews was 

winding up progressively radical. It is vital that he said he didn't bolster uncontrolled 

'enthusiastic' slaughters (upheavals of hostile to Jewish savagery). Rather, he contended for a 

'discrimination against Jews of the mind'. It must be legitimate and would at last lead to the 

'evacuation' of the Jews. As ahead of schedule as August 1920, Hitler compared the Jews 

with germs. He expressed that ailments can't be controlled except if you crush their causes. 

The influence of the Jews could never vanish without expelling its cause, the Jew,  he said. 

These extreme thoughts made the stage ready for the mass homicide of the Jews during the 

1940s. 

 

With the occupation of the western part of Poland, two million Jews fell into Nazi hands - 

four times as many as had been living in Germany in 1933. These Jews could not be forced to 

emigrate, given their number and the increasingly difficult conditions for emigration. At the 

same time, the Nazis were not yet ready to proceed to the actual goal of the „final solution of 

the Jewish question“ - the physical liquidation of Jews. As a temporary solution, it was 

decided to concentrate and ghettoise the Jewish population. Jews were to be concentrated in 

cities with good railway connections, so that they could later be deported further.1 

Concentration camps had been set up where the Jews were thrown into and they were burned 

by the chemical gas. The entire inhuman planning was rooted on one cause- exclusion, and a 

racial hatred.  

                                                           
1 THE GHETTOISATION OF THE JEWISH POPULATION, https://www.holocaust.cz/en/history/final-

solution/general-2/the-ghettoisation-of-the-jewish-population/,last seen on 07/09/19 

https://www.holocaust.cz/en/history/final-solution/general-2/the-ghettoisation-of-the-jewish-population/,last
https://www.holocaust.cz/en/history/final-solution/general-2/the-ghettoisation-of-the-jewish-population/,last
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         What happened in Germany in 1930s was simply a glimpse into a different form of 

socio political warfare that was to develop in other parts of the world very soon. 

 

1.3.ISRAEL PALESTINE CRISIS- POLITICAL EXCLUSION, ANNIHILATION 

 

The conflict between Israel and Palestine had developed with the bone of contention being to 

control the land that is presently the state of Israel. 

Though both Jews and Arab Muslims date their claims to the land back a couple thousand 

years, the current political conflict began in the early 20th century. Jews fleeing persecution 

in Europe wanted to establish a national homeland in what was then an Arab- and Muslim-

majority territory in the Ottoman and later British Empire. The Arabs resisted, seeing the land 

as rightfully theirs. An early United Nations plan to give each group part of the land failed, 

and Israel and the surrounding Arab nations fought several wars over the territory. Today’s 

lines largely reflect the outcomes of two of these wars, one waged in 1948 and another in 

1967.2 The conflicted lands of Gaza strip, west bank have witnessed a periodic war like 

situation. Jewish ghettos in these areas are a home to many people subjected to this perpetual 

drudgery of homelessness. Both the polities have practised exclusion of rival communities 

resulting in the aggravation of the conflict. 

 

1.4.PARTITION OF INDIA – 1947 

 

The related concepts of ghettoisation and exclusion and annihilation had found a flagrant 

expression in the history’s one of the most tragic incidents – the Partition of India, as a price 

that the country so dearly paid for gaining independence as a political blunder of the period. 

Partitioning the country had implied an obvious religion undertone o it, especially as a part of 

political vendetta strived towards exclusive, extremist compartmentalisation of Hindus and 

Muslims. In the process, Pakistan evolved as the Islamic counterpart and an attack on the 

Hindu majority Indian subcontinent. As the Radcliffe line of partition ran through lands, it 

divided not just nations but people and their lives at the same time.  

There was a large scale immigration of Hindus in India from Pakistan and Muslims to 

Pakistan from India. Exclusion in thought coupled with annihilation in practice, by angered 

extremist groups during this period had deteriorated the situation into a moment of utter 

chaos and struggle to survive, however simply getting inside the desired country was not the 

end of the story. As the influx of refugees increased, the situation became terrible to 

accommodate them into decent housing fooding clothing and shelter. West Bengal and 

Punjab witnessed the worst living conditions for these refugees who had to put up in tents and 

camps, railway stations and public rest houses with bare minimum space for living, poor 

sanitation and in the midst of diseases threatening their lives. 

 

The ghettoisation in this case was indeed a very complicated development chiefly due to – 

The group of in migrants being distanced from the society by way of their habitation away 

from mainstream social life, 

Secondly the fact that they came from another country underlined an exclusive tendency 

among people, which further acted as a hindrance to their free assimilation into the social 

fabric. 

Subsequently their places of habitation turned into ghettos where life was miserable, with 

people surviving as the victims of time and political turmoil, jeopardised in their identity and 

finding themselves alienated in a new nationality. 

                                                           
2  Zack Beauchamp, https://www.vox.com/2018/11/20/18080002/israel-palestine-conflict-basics 

https://www.vox.com/authors/zack-beauchamp
https://www.vox.com/2018/11/20/18080002/israel-palestine-conflict-basics
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1.5.ROHINGYA CRISIS; 

 

Rohingyas are an ethnic group in Myanmar who have a language distinctly different from 

that of the usually spoken Burmese language. The ethnic conflict began with the Government 

bent upon deporting them outside the country. 

 

Muslim militants in Myanmar staged a coordinated attack on 30 police posts and an army 

base in Rakhine state on August 25. The Arakan Rohingya Salvation Army (ARSA), a group 

previously known as Harakah al-Yaqin, which instigated the October attacks, claimed 

responsibility for the attacks. In the counter attacks launched by Army at least 59 of the 

insurgents and 12 security personnel were killed. The ARSA is an armed guerrilla outfit, 

which is active since 2016, claiming to fight for a “democratic Muslim state for the 

Rohingya.” The group has been targeting Myanmar armed forces. Bangladesh and India have 

also claimed ARSA is creating trouble in their soil too.3 

 

The deported and fled sections of population sought refuge in either India or Bangladesh, 

where they have been cornered into Ghettos once again. They are left homeless, stripped of 

their national identity on account of an exclusive regime. The inability of governments to 

assimilate diversity and their motives of annihilating the conflicting racial minorities has 

sparked off wars time and again. 

 

1.6.EMERGING GHETTOISATION WITH NRC DECLARATION IN ASSAM 

 

One issue concerning Assam which has sparked of quite a heated debate in recent times is the 

declaration of NRC- National Register of Citizens. It is not a new development in the state 

and it has a fairly justified reason- the demographic balance of the state had been disturbed 

ever since pre independent times and especially in the period of partition. Following which 

there had been large scale migration from East Pakistan (present Bangladesh) and 

consequently ethnic Assamese population were the worst sufferers in the hands of a growing 

foreign Bengali majority. With the hope of rectifying such a chaos in the state, a pact was 

made during the regime of Rajiv Gandhi and subsequently NRC or a national register was 

aimed at. 

Identification, detention and deportation of such immigrants was a major demand over which 

the All Assam Students Union (AASU) launched a 6-year movement which ended with the 

signing of the Assam Accord in 1985.To prove their citizenship, people in Assam have to 

show documentary evidence that they or their ancestors were born in Assam before March 

25, 1971, which has been set as the cut-off date. The government says, "The NRC, when 

updated, shall become an important legal document to fall back upon for a citizen with 

reference to his/her status of Indian Citizenship."4 

Currently the NRC that has been declared has stripped over 19 lakh citizens of their right of 

citizenship in their state- their homeland, Assam.5 People were required to deposit birth 

certificates or other proofs to establish their migration within the lawful deadline and those 

                                                           
3 The Hindu, International Desk, https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/for-rohingyas-there-is-no-place-

called-home/article19620567.ece 
4 India Today web desk, https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/indigo-flight-emergency-landing-varanasi-

1596963-2019-09-08, last seen on 5/09/19 
5 India Today web desk , https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/assam-final-nrc-list-out-over-19-lakh-people-

excluded-1593769-2019-08-31, last seen on 6/09/19 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/for-rohingyas-there-is-no-place-called-home/article19620567.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/for-rohingyas-there-is-no-place-called-home/article19620567.ece
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/indigo-flight-emergency-landing-varanasi-1596963-2019-09-08
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/indigo-flight-emergency-landing-varanasi-1596963-2019-09-08
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/assam-final-nrc-list-out-over-19-lakh-people-excluded-1593769-2019-08-31
https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/assam-final-nrc-list-out-over-19-lakh-people-excluded-1593769-2019-08-31
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who couldn’t have been excluded now. They have only one remedy left which is to approach 

the foreigners’ tribunal is Assam or take an appeal to High Courts and Supreme Court, which 

would obviously be a tedious process leaving the excluded population homeless, stateless, 

devoid of rights as well. With their exclusion from the list, they cease to be considered as the 

citizens of Assam- their rights of staying in the state would become void. 

 

It is precisely this dicey, crucial juncture that would quite naturally lead to Ghettoisation of a 

section of population in Assam. ‘Ghettos’ mean temporary shelter camps or make shift 

residencies of people usually excluded from the mainstream social life. Ghettos were 

infamous in Nazi Germany where the Jewish population was held up before being thrown 

into concentration camps. Ghettos have always been associated with outcastes, ostracism and 

prejudice. They grow up as parallel societies to the majority population, yet never assimilate 

or integrate in; this assumes particular difficulty in maintaining the wider social consensus 

that comes to be challenged by the growing disparity between the majority of population and 

the ghettos’ population. 

               

As exclusion in the NRC declaration in Assam is so blatant and explicit, that there is now a 

looming threat of social ostracism of the members who did not get them registered. By 

putting a question on their sustenance on the state they considered their homeland, their 

identities have been challenged, and this invites a prejudice, an angered social malice against 

them. The registered members would now claim their super ordination over those who have 

been left out and they will have only one option left- to move in together, away from the 

mainstream registered population. As the rift would widen, so would the size of such 

excluded community increase, and thereby establish themselves as Ghettos, eventually 

opposing the registration to derive those benefits that they have been deprived of. It has to be 

noted that the NRC legislation will have farfetched consequences, as a reaction to such a 

reorganisation. The Government needs to take proper steps to rehabilitate the displaced 

people and in order to preserve the social stability in the state, prevent the impending 

Ghettoisation and rather come out with prospective alternatives to the crisis. 

 

1.7.CONCLUSION  

 

It has to be noted that diversity is an essential feature of every society, but to seek for an 

increasing integrative commonality is what is needed. With Globalisation and growth of 

cosmopolitan culture the entire world has begun to shrink in size, like a global village and in 

order to sustain the peace, Governments, notwithstanding their nature have to set aside inter 

rivalries to develop a harmonious nation instead. 

Nazi ideology did not extinct with its time, rather perpetuated as a political war which is 

wielded even to this day, that stems primarily from the inability of any governing regime to 

expand its ambits of inclusivity, failure of administrative agencies to relocate refugees and 

prevent formation of compact isolated settlements away from mainstream society. 

The need of the hour is to realise the importance of peace, and the ubiquitous notion of “ live 

and let live”. The principles of coexistence hint at this important fact that different kinds of 

people make up a society and it is in including those differences and diversities thata truly 

cosmopolitan culture can develop. Hence the onus of burden in preventing impending trends 

of ghettoisation falls on the government and people jointly, towards leading respective 

nations into better future scenarios. 


